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Message from Chief and Council 

We are pleased to share our first ever Kanaka Bar Community Economic Development Plan, which was 

developed with input from Kanaka Bar community members, Chief and Council, and staff.  We wish to thank 

all of the community members that engaged in the development of this important plan, and who took the 

time to share ideas and opportunities with the project team to develop this document that will contribute to 

our collective future. 

Economic development planning is an important step forward for our community.  As your Chief and 

Council, we know that community self-sufficiency and good governance are key community goals.  

Community economic development is critical to empowering the community to achieving these goals, and 

financial independence.   

The Kanaka Bar Community Economic Development Plan identifies a number of core strategies and goals 

that must be achieved for us to further build our community economy and contribute to our regional 

economy.  Many of the actions outlined in this plan require further exploration and investment, however by 

working together as a community to implement each action, we expect to reach our goals and vision of self-

sufficiency and vibrancy. 
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Located at the northern end of the Fraser Canyon, there has always been a people and an economy at 

Kanaka Bar.  There have been many evolutions to the Kanaka Bar economy, and more broadly, the 

economy of the Fraser Canyon.  However, today the community finds itself in an economically challenged 

region and therefore there is a need for a community economic development plan – to boost economic 

opportunities and employment for the community.  

The community economic development plan represents a story of community evolution.  This means that 

Kanaka Bar will be intentional about learning from community successes and failures.  Kanaka Bar 

recognizes that, at times, certain projects or ideas will not go as planned, and that this is an opportunity for 

learning and growth.  As the community moves forward on this journey, the community will evolve and learn 

to focus energies on projects that play to the strengths of the community.  Kanaka Bar will develop 

incrementally and ensure that the community is building on project successes that can be scaled up to 

benefit the community over the long-term.  

The Kanaka Bar Community Economic Development Plan (herein the Plan) represents a key community 

strategy that builds on previous documents – including the Land Use Plan (2014), the Strategic Plan (2014) 

– and many years of community meetings that included diverse economic development discussions.   

The overarching purpose of community economic development and the Plan is to support:  

 the scaling up of small projects that can be leveraged into larger successful initaitives;  

 employment creation for community members who wish to be engaged in our community’s vibrancy;  

 wealth generation for members to enhance quality of life;  

 sustainable revenue generation for the Band and it’s businesses to enhance community services to 

membership; and  

 work towards the overaching goal of communtiy self-sufficiency. 

1.0 Introduction 
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As stated within the Strategic Plan, it is the community’s objective to further support community economic 

development: “To ensure that wealth in terms of new jobs and profits continue to flow through the 

community without any disturbance to the environment.  To create  an  economic  base  that  will  eventually  

lead  to  the  financial independence for the people.”  This Plan offers a foundational resource to supporting 

this community objective. 
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The Kanaka Bar Community Economic Development Plan is broken into the following key sections: 

 Context and Background – This section provides information on the intent and purpose of the Plan, 

and highlights the broader economic development context of Kanaka Bar. 

 Opportunities and Constraints – This section summarizes the key findings of the Land Use Plan, to 

highlight the lands that are available for economic development, as well as observed constraints. 

 Community Readiness Assessment – This section summarizes how well positioned Kanaka Bar is to 

take advantage of economic development opportunities.  This assessment is based on available land 

and its suitability; existing tenure arrangements; current assessment of all infrastructure; legal and 

administrative capacity; membership capacity and the quality and suitability of infrastructure and 

services. 

 Economic Development Options Inventory and Review – This section inventories all of the key 

opportunities that have been identified by the community and provides an analysis of the opportunities 

and any possible barriers that might prevent Kanaka Bar from fully capturing them. 

 5 Year Implementation Plan – The final section outlines key actions to support Kanaka Bar and its 

agencies to realize the most promising economic development opportunities and position the community 

be as ready as possible for future opportunities as they arise.  The 5 Year Implementation Plan has 

been prepared to put Kanaka Bar in the best position to achieve its full economic development potential.  

  

2.0 Community Economic Development Plan Outline 
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2.1 What is Economic Development?  

Economic development can be defined as: efforts that seek to improve the economic and community well-

being and quality of life for the membership of Kanaka Bar by creating and/or retaining jobs within the local 

economy, supporting or growing the incomes of the membership, and enhancing the revenues generated 

by the Band and Band owned-businesses for the benefit of the community and its people. 

2.2 Vision 

Kanaka Bar is committed to using its lands and resources to maintain a self-sufficient, 

sustainable and vibrant community. 

2.3 Guiding Principles 

The following guiding principles (illustrated in Figure 1 below) have emerged throughout the course of this 

economic development planning process.  They are introduced here as these principles offer context to the 

key economic development goals outlined below.  The principles help to frame the community economic 

development goals outlined in the next section.  For example, a goal of Kanaka Bar is to support the entire 

community, and this is because the community believes in the importance of empowering members for 

success.  

Figure 1: Guiding Principles for the Kanaka Bar Community Economic Development Plan 

  

Respect

Learn and build from 
successes

Environmentally 
Responsible 

Empower 
members for 

success

Focus on self-
sufficiency
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2.4 Key Community Economic Development Goals 

A number of key community economic development goals have emerged throughout this planning process.  

These goals have been discussed at community meetings and membership has endorsed them as being 

foundational to guiding future investments made by the community: 

 Learning from successes and failures – Continuous improvement requires exploring the limits and the 

strengths of the community and ensuring that each project is viewed as an opportunity for learning.  

Kanaka Bar also recognizes the importance of building from project challenges, and celebrating project 

successes. 

 Enable Community Economic Development – Kanaka Bar wishes to support an environment that fosters 

and supports: community-owned businesses to facilitate economic growth; capacity building in the form 

of training; employment and high value career opportunities for members; entrepreneurialism; the 

protection of the land and traditional values and practices; and community well-being.  

 Support the Entire Community – Kanaka Bar will act and invest in economic development that seeks to 

benefit the entire community not just a few.   

 Create Revenue for Strategic Community Investments – Kanaka Bar will seek to generate income to 

fund other elements of the Strategic Plan, and other community priorities, including: community 

infrastructure, housing, education, health, etc.   

 Work with the Right Partners – from previous experiences, Kanaka Bar recognizes the value of great 

business partners.  As such, the community will seek to foster good relations with existing and 

prospective business partners.  This will help to enable win-win scenarios for those engaged with the 

community. 

 Enable Success Through Education and Capacity Development – Kanaka Bar recognizes that 

community economic development requires the participation and engagement of all members.  Efforts 

will be made to support education and capacity development to ensure that all members are empowered 

to participate in the implementation of the Plan. 

 Strive Towards Self-Sufficiency – Kanaka Bar will strategically and incrementally invest in economic 

development opportunities that support community self-sufficiency; emphasizing opportunities that 

support financial, food, and energy self-sufficiency.  Self-sufficiency is seen as an overarching goal for 

Kanaka Bar. 

2.5 Planning Process  

In April 2015, Kanaka Bar initiated the planning process to investigate community-based economic 

development opportunities that can lead to tangible improvements to the short, medium and long term 

economic outlook of the community.  Further Kanaka Bar wanted to comprehensively evaluate a number 

of economic development initiatives to set explicit direction for future community investment and economic 

development priorities.  

As part of the planning process there have been five community meetings to seek feedback, input and 

facilitate discussion around economic development.  Four of the meetings were scheduled during the 

regular General Assemblies and one during the Christmas gathering.  The purpose of the meetings were 

twofold: first, to provide an opportunity for members to contribute ideas about economic development and 
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review draft plans, and second, to shed light on potential capacities that members could build on to create 

economic opportunities or even local skill and knowledge sharing opportunities.  

In addition to community engagement the Community Economic Development Plan process included a 

review of:  

 Kanaka Bar’s community objectives with respect to economic development and diversification; 

 The community’s extensive inventory of potential community economic development opportunities; 

 Kanaka Bar’s ongoing economic development initiatives;  

 The key challenges related to the economic development goals of Kanaka Bar; 

 Kanaka Bar’s current and anticipated fiscal well-being; 

 Past experience with economic and land development opportunities (both successful and 

unsuccessful); 

 Kanaka Bar’s current infrastructure conditions and/or service agreements; 

 Kanaka Bar’s current legislative authority (Fiscal Management Act, First Nations Commercial and 

Industrial Development Act, and First Nations Land Management Act); 

 Existing maps and available information regarding existing conditions of potential economic 

development land parcels in relation to size, ownership, topography, servicing, access, adjacent 

uses, and environmental features; and  

 Existing site conditions, physical constraints, and existing infrastructure services that may impact 

the feasibility of different economic development initiatives.  
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Kanaka Bar seeks to achieve meaningful success in terms of community economic development.  To help 

measure future successes a number of indicators have been identified by the community.  These indicators 

aim to also guide key actions that the community intends to take in the implementation of this Plan.  The 

following figure highlights the themes in this Plan that contribute to overarching goal of self-sufficiency. 

Key Indicators of Success in Support of Self-Sufficiency 

 

Self 
Sufficiency 

Foundational 
Community 

Infrastructure

Employment & 
Community 
Readiness 

Food

Energy

Finance

3.0 Measuring Economic Development Successes 
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3.1 Employment Self-Sufficiency & Community Readiness 

Employment self-sufficiency and community readiness are two areas which contribute to the overall well-

being of Kanaka Bar by ensuring members are able to fill the roles required to operate the various levels of 

community operations. Meaningful employment ensures members can contribute to the Kanaka Bar 

economy to the best of their abilities.  

5 Year Indicator Goal: 

 1% better than the Provincial Unemployment rate  

Current status (2015): 

 Unemployment rate= 11.3%  

3.2 Financial Self-Sufficiency 

Prior to contact, Kanaka Bar had been financially self-sufficient with a well-developed trade network.  Over 

time, the community’s ability to be financially self-sufficient was impeded by various levels of government 

and legislative barriers, including the Indian Act.  It is important for Kanaka Bar to measure its progress in 

reducing dependence on outside government contributions. 

5 Year Indicator Goal: 

 75% own source revenue (as a percent of total revenue) 

Current Status (2014/2015):  

 Own sources revenue (as percent of total revenue)= 55% or $1,323,371 (comprised of taxation, Kwoiek 

Creek Resources, miscellaneous, Capital Fund, Trust Fund )  

3.3 Energy Self-Sufficiency 

Kanaka Bar currently has one run-of-river hydro project and has other renewable energy projects in the 

planning/development stages.  Kanaka Bar has identified several renewable energy opportunities and 

would like to reduce dependence on external sources of electricity and fuel.  Kanaka Bar will incrementally 

pursue clean energy projects to support energy self-sufficiency.  

5 Year Indicator Goal: 

 100% energy self-sufficiency 

Current status (2015):  

 Energy produced in the community as a percent of energy used in the community: 0%  

Currently there are no projects producing energy for community use. Current community electricity 

demand is 433,053 KWh in 2015.  Other energy fuel (propane) use is unknown. 
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3.4 Foundational Community/Infrastructure Development 

There are several key foundational community 

developments which would contribute to overall 

self-sufficiency. In particular, the acquisition of 

additional land suitable to commercial 

development is key.  The addition of infrastructure 

to support commercial development is also 

important.  

5 Year Indicator Goal: 

 Strategic properties within Kanaka Bar 

Territory are acquired for community 

(economic) use 

Current indicators (2015):  

 Kanaka has identified and is working to 

acquire strategic properties 

3.5 Food Self-Sufficiency 

Food is a key factor to self-sufficiency.  Education 

in horticulture, preservation, and development of 

facilities are critical factors to food self-sufficiency.  

5 Year Indicator Goals: 

 Percentage of members engaged in 

traditional food and medicine practices: 100% 

 Number of backyard gardens: 20 

 Number of community gardens: 2  

 Food producing animals (and bees): 3 bee 

hives  

Current indicators (2015):  

 Number of members engaged in traditional 

food and medicine practices: Unknown 

 Number of backyard gardens: Unknown 

 Number of community gardens: 0  

 Food producing animals (and bees): 1 bee 

hive  
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Located 14 kilometers south of Lytton, British Columbia, Kanaka Bar Indian Band (Kanaka Bar) is one of 

15 indigenous communities that make up the Nlaka’pamux Nation. Kanaka Bar shares a similar language, 

culture, laws and spirituality (and colonization experience) with about 6,000 other Nlaka’pamux. 

Originally known as T’eqt’’aqtn1(crossing place) and the residents T’eqt’’aqtn’mux (the crossing place 

people), the community was renamed Kanaka Bar by colonial officials just after James Douglas declared 

the mainland colony in 1858.  Today, the community and its residents choose to self-identify as Kanaka 

Bar, while never forgetting their indigenous history, the connection to the land and the responsibility to care 

for it.  

Kanaka Bar has a registered membership population of approximately 230 people with approximately 66 

members living on Kanaka Bar reserves.2 

Kanaka Bar has a land base, of approximately 262.7 hectares3 within six individual Indian Reserves (IR) 

on the slopes and terraces lining the Fraser River.  The Traditional Territory of Kanaka Bar primarily 

encompasses the Kwoiek Creek watershed (on the west side of the Fraser River) and the Nekliptum Creek 

watershed (on the east side of the Fraser River).    

                                                      
1 There are at least 17 different spellings known to Kanaka and a listing of the names and where they came from will be made 
available on the community webpage. 
2 See Land Use Plan, or latest data from AADNC for additional details: http://pse5-esd5.ainc-
inac.gc.ca/fnp/Main/Search/FNRegPopulation.aspx?BAND_NUMBER=704&lang=eng  
3 http://pse5-esd5.ainc-inac.gc.ca/fnp/Main/Search/FNReserves.aspx?BAND_NUMBER=704&lang=eng  

4.0 Community Overview: About Kanaka Bar  

http://pse5-esd5.ainc-inac.gc.ca/fnp/Main/Search/FNRegPopulation.aspx?BAND_NUMBER=704&lang=eng
http://pse5-esd5.ainc-inac.gc.ca/fnp/Main/Search/FNRegPopulation.aspx?BAND_NUMBER=704&lang=eng
http://pse5-esd5.ainc-inac.gc.ca/fnp/Main/Search/FNReserves.aspx?BAND_NUMBER=704&lang=eng
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The “traditional” economy at Kanaka Bar has 

long existed.  Over time, the traditional barter 

economy transitioned into a sales economy 

(post-contact) and eventually a wage economy 

manifested.  All three economies exist today, 

with Kanaka Bar residents continuing to make 

traditional items (food, tools and clothing) for gift, 

trade and sale.   

Residents have also adopted western products 

attained through agricultural, forestry, energy 

and mining activities, for both trade and sale.  

Many residents are also employed in these 

sectors to secure wages, salaries and contractor 

fees.  The Fraser Canyon economy also has a 

tourism component, which has not been 

accessed in any meaningful way at Kanaka Bar. 

Other than the development and operation of the 

Kwoiek Creek Hydropower Project, in the 

absence of 3rd party interests (or effort), the 

regional economy is very limited and will remain 

so without significant effort.  Kanaka Bar Indian 

Band, as a government, intends to put forward 

this effort and start taking steps that will see the 

community and local area economy become 

much more vibrant and engaging for its 

members.   
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This section describes some of the areas identified as opportunities and potential constraints for community 

and economic development at Kanaka Bar. Each area of opportunity and constraint is followed by a brief 

description outlining the overall context for economic development in Kanaka Bar. 

5.1 Opportunities 

Some of the opportunities/advantages that the location and land base of Kanaka Bar has includes: 

 Proximity to transportation corridor Highway 1: Kanaka Bar is located adjacent to Highway 1 in the 

Fraser Canyon.  Prior to the opening of Highway 5C (Coquihalla), this area was the primary 

transportation route from the Lower Mainland to the Interior of British Columbia.  While traffic volume 

has declined since the construction of the Coquihalla, and more so since the removal of the Coquihalla 

Toll Booth, this infrastructure is still in place.  Kanaka Bar has close access to the highway and adjacent 

Crown and fee simple lands.  

 Good water supply: Nekliptum and Morneylun creeks flow year round.  Kanaka Bar uses existing water 

supplies for drinking, and irrigation, and could use it to support future agriculture ventures, trade/sale, 

water bottling and new (small) hydropower projects.  

 Access to capital: Kanaka Bar is in a strong position financially relative to many other First Nation 

communities, as it has been able to successfully generate own-source revenues through economic 

development and taxation.  Taxation and own-source revenue are considered reliable sources of 

revenue for bank lending purposes, and Kanaka is well positioned to borrow money to support 

community investments.  In addition, the ownership of fee-simple lands provides tangible equity for 

collateral purposes.  

 Band-owned economic development governance: Kanaka Bar has a clear and well-articulated 

governance model and organizational structure to oversee community economic development affairs.  

More specifically, Kanaka Bar Land & Resources Limited Partnership (KBLR) and its four subsidiaries 

5.0 Community Economic Development Opportunities 

and Contraints 
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represent the economic and business development arm of Kanaka Bar.  This governance structure has 

been designed to limit the intersection of politics and the community’s economic development priorities.   

 Partnerships with industry in territory: Kanaka Bar, and its economic development arm KBLR has 

multiple partnerships with industry and entrepreneurs in the territory. These partnerships and relations 

will likely prove beneficial as the community progresses in its economic development efforts. 

 Young population: According to Statistics Canada, more than 37% of Kanaka Bar’s population was 

under the age of 20 in 2011. There were no recorded community members over the age of 65. 

5.2 Constraints 

Potential land use and development constraints identified include, but were not limited to:  

 Land slopes greater than 25%: Based on the best available information approximately 60.5% of the 

Kanaka Bar’s six reserves have a slope greater than 25%. These lands are not likely suitable for any 

future development. See Opportunities and Constraints Map on the following page.  A more detailed 

summary of the Kanaka Bar reserve land base – in terms of its development potential – is offered in 

Appendix A of this report. 

 Presence of an existing right-of-way: Kanaka Bar 

reserves are bisected by a number of road, BC 

Hydro and transportation right-of-ways. Again, these 

lands are not suitable for any future development. 

See Opportunities and Constraints Map. 

 Pre-existing development (housing, cemeteries, 

traditional uses): Much of the land which does not 

host a right-of-way, a slope greater than 25%, and 

has feasible access is already in use by the 

community for housing, and other community 

purposes.  

 Riparian areas and threatened/endangered 

species habitat. While not explicitly mapped, 

Kanaka Bar acknowledges the Government of BC’s 

Wildlife Habitat Area (WHA) which is directly beside 

the community, and along the shores of the Fraser 

River.  The use of these land further constrain future 

land uses in support of community economic 

development.  

The map on the following page shows Kanaka Bar 

reserves and the various opportunities and constraints 

for development on reserve land. 
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This section provides a summary of an assessment of the Kanaka Bar Indian Band’s overall readiness to 

embrace economic development opportunities and successfully realize them.  The following table provides 

a summary of the key notes and recommendations from the Community Readiness Assessment.  The 

detailed Community Readiness Assessment is in Appendix A. 

Factors of Success Key Notes and Recommendations 

Available Lands Key Notes: Available reserve lands for community economic development are 

limited. 

Recommendation: Kanaka Bar continue to consider and pursue the acquisition 

of additional lands which may be better suited for the community’s intended 

land uses.  

Public Facilities, 

Infrastructure, 

Services 

Key Notes: All key public facilities, infrastructure and services are in place and 

appear to be in good working order.  Evidence suggests existing infrastructure 

is capable of facilitating future economic development. 

Recommendation: Kanaka Bar may consider additional facilities as the need 

arises. 

Constitutional 

Framework  

Key Notes: Kanaka Bar has been very proactive in creating and adopting 

constitutional documents and is advanced in this process, having adopted a 

Membership Code, Elections Code, Governance Code. 

Recommendations: Kanaka Bar should continue to regularly review and update 

its constitutional documents and organizational structure as required. 

Financial 

Administration & 

Taxation 

Key Notes: Kanaka Bar is well advanced in its financial administration and 

taxation authority. 

Recommendation: Kanaka Bar explore options for enhancing its taxation 

regime if/when the community is in a position to benefit from this.   

6.0 Community Readiness Assessment 
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Factors of Success Key Notes and Recommendations 

Land Management 

& Development 

Approval Process 

Key Notes: Kanaka Bar has recently undertaken key actions to support the 

management of its reserve lands with the adoption of the Land Use Plan. 

Recommendation: Kanaka Bar should: 

 Consider the development of a land management and development 

approvals system for on-reserve development in the future; 

 Develop a land use and resource management plan for the traditional 

territory; and 

 Evaluate the pros and cons of opting into the First Nations Land 

Management Act.   

Land Tenure Rules 

& Lease 

Agreements 

Key Notes: Given the lack of on-reserve land development at Kanaka Bar, land 

tenure rules and lease agreements have never been considered.   

Recommendation: Kanaka Bar not pursue the development of land tenure rules 

at this time considering the lack of current development pressure on Kanaka 

Bar reserves.  

Investor Codes & 

Governance 

Procedures 

Key Notes: Kanaka Bar organizational structure, including Kanaka Bar Land & 

Resources Limited Partnership, represents a strong governance model for 

facilitating community economic development opportunities. 

Recommendation: Kanaka Bar maintain the current governance and decision 

making process with regards to economic development.  Kanaka Bar should 

implement a periodic review process to ensure that economic development 

objectives are being met. 

Reliable 

Information 

Key Notes: Kanaka Bar has taken a number of foundational steps in recent 

months to provide reliable information to community members and outside 

agencies with its new website. 

Recommendation: Kanaka Bar could:  

 Publish economic development information on the Kanaka Bar website as 

it is made available; and 

 Develop a communications strategy and protocols to support engagement 

with private sector companies.   

Planning Key Notes: Until 2014, Kanaka Bar had done little in the way of community 

planning.  Since 2014, the community has developed the Strategic Plan, and 

the Land Use Plan.  Kanaka Bar has also adopted a “seasonal” planning 

process to best allocate its resources over a six month time horizon, and 

regularly communicate key community initiatives to members.   

Recommendation: At this a Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) is not 

recommended, as the community focused implementing specific projects and 

initiatives.   
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Factors of Success Key Notes and Recommendations 

It is recommended that Kanaka Bar undertake a governance, land use and 

natural resource plan for the traditional territory.  A successful funding 

application to the BC Capacity Initiative was submitted in the winter of 2015.  

This plan will be initiated over the summer of 2016. 

Investment 

Facilitation Support 

Key Notes:  The Band does not have an Economic Development Officer, 

however the Band’s capacity to facilitate investment in the community is strong 

with engaged leadership and strong management team within its Economic 

Development Arm. 

Recommendation: It is recommended that Kanaka Bar continue to pursue 

economic development opportunities within its existing governance and 

organization structure – being led by the Economic Development Arm – with 

support from Administration as required. 

Employment 

Readiness of 

Members 

Key Notes: Kanaka Bar has completed a comprehensive overview of its 

membership’s “employment readiness”. 

Recommendation: The report outlines 9 key recommendations which focus on 

enhancing skills in a variety of areas.  These recommendations should be 

pursued to further build capacity in the community as it pertains to community 

economic development. 
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The following section explores the key opportunities identified by Kanaka Bar to support the goals and 

objectives of the Community Economic Development Plan.  Each success factor is broken into individual 

opportunities followed by a description, the opportunity to Kanaka Bar, and some potential next steps.  

7.1 Food Self-Sufficiency 

Food self-sufficiency is a goal of Kanaka Bar.  The aim is to develop enough food resources within the 

community over time which can be relied upon by community members and in times of emergency.  Further, 

the community has expressed significant interest in using produced foods for sales beyond the community 

itself and therefore be used as a key sector to support economic well-being.  Food self-sufficiency supports 

self-reliance, a healthier community, and keeping dollars within Kanaka Bar’s community. 

Beekeeping  

Description 

Beekeeping is a relatively simple operation.  Beekeepers raise honey 

bees in artificial bee hives. The bees then produce honey which can 

be sold bulk or retail to various customers.  A by-product of raising 

bees is the wax the bees produce to rear their young which can also 

be harvested and made into various products such as candles.  

According to Statistics Canada, the average bee hive yielded 132 

pounds of honey with a stable price of approximately $2.43/lb.  In 

contrast, a starter hive can be purchased in Kamloops for $300 with 

all equipment and bees.  Overall, the industry grew by 10.9% in 2015.  

If done properly, honey can be stored indefinitely.  

7.0 Economic Development Options Evaluation 
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Kanaka Bar has recently purchased one beehive to develop a pilot project to determine interest in the 

community and to start to build capacity and knowledge amongst members on keeping bees.  

Opportunities 

Keeping bees is an economic development opportunity that has a very low barrier to entry.  While some 

bee keepers (apiarists) have large numbers of hives, it would be relatively simple for Kanaka Bar to start 

with a small number of hives and grow from there.  At a small scale, the cost of hives would likely be covered 

in the first year or two of honey production.  The industry is growing and there are multiple products that 

can be sold as a result of keeping bees (i.e. honey, wax, propolis, royal jelly etc.).  As a non-perishable 

item, the price for honey is relatively stable.  Although there are price fluctuations based on local and global 

supply, honey is easily stored.  

Constraints 

Bee keeping is not a common hobby, and so the knowledge of how to properly take care of a hive and 

harvest the honey is not well known.  Members that are interested in keeping bees or helping with a bee 

project will have to learn how to manage the hive.  

All modern bee hives in Canada are affected by diseases such as 

Varroa Mite that must be treated in order for the colony to survive.  

There are other diseases that have become prevalent that also must be 

controlled. This contributes to the specialized knowledge that is 

required, and also presents a risk for the venture if not managed 

properly.  

Kanaka Bar will have to ensure that there is sufficient pollen if the pilot 

project is expanded and a significant number of hives are being kept on-

reserve.  Bees need a slow and constant rotation of pollen; for example, 

if there are large crops of alfalfa a hive depends on that are suddenly 

harvested, and are few other pollen sources in the surrounding area the 

bees can starve.   

There may be community concern with introducing bee hives if there 

are allergies in the community.  Bees are far less likely than wasps to 

sting and can actually help to drive out wasp populations, however, 

further education may be required so that the community understands 

the risks.  

Opportunity Ranking 

Beekeeping  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? Low 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? Low 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? High 
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Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? High 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? High 

 

Potential Next Steps 

If Kanaka Bar decides to pursue bee keeping at a larger scale, the next steps that need to occur are, first, 

to assist all interested band members in seeking training on bee-keeping and, second, to purchase bee-

hives and seek out local bee-keepers to provide support.  

Greenhouses 

Description 

Greenhouses are scalable and versatile enterprises.  A variety of plants can be grown including tree 

seedlings, various vegetables, and flowers. Greenhouses can be used for both personal and commercial 

uses. Commercially, tomatoes are the primary vegetable grown in Canada with peppers, cucumbers and 

lettuce making the top four vegetables. In total, tomatoes accounted for 42% of the return to growers in 

Canada.  

Commercial greenhouse farms rely on a combination of seasonal and permanent employees. Seasonal 

employees make up approximately 53% of greenhouse employment. Worldwide, Canada is a top 5 

producer of greenhouse vegetables and is a net exporter.  

Vegetables grown can be sold as fresh produce at roadside stands, farmers’ markets, and in retail markets. 

The vegetables can also be processed as frozen, canned, or dried before selling.  
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Opportunities 

A greenhouse business can represent a relatively stable industry. There will always be a demand for food, 

and there is increasing demand for locally produced food. Kanaka Bar could sell the produce in the Interior 

or in the Fraser Valley and depending on the retailer, produce could be packaged and sold with other items 

Kanaka Bar produces, such as honey or wax candles.  

Constraints 

A commercial greenhouse establishment can have a large startup cost depending on the size, scale and 

produce grown. It is also essential that the operation is managed by someone who has knowledge and 

experience in this business. The logistics of a medium to large scale greenhouse is very different than a 

personal garden. Another constraint that may be encountered is finding adequate flat and developable land 

for this operation. Finally, depending on the retail outlet, transportation of the produce to market may be 

cost prohibitive. It is important that a proper cost/benefit analysis is undertaken to determine the size, scale 

and viability of a potential greenhouse operation.  

Opportunity Ranking 

Greenhouses  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? Low 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? Medium 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? Medium 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? High 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? High 

 

Potential Next Steps 

The next actions that must be undertaken to pursue this opportunity are to:  

 Determine community interest in this enterprise;  

 Conduct a cost/benefit analysis and business plan for the greenhouse;  

 Ensure there is a knowledgeable manager in place for the business; and 

 Order and construct the greenhouses.  

Community Orchards 

Description 

Overall, the area of land dedicated to growing tree fruits in Canada has declined with the exception of 

cherries. However, productivity of fruit in terms of yield and weight have increased. Tree fruits grown in 

Canada include apples, peaches, pears, plums and cherries. There are increasing varieties of each type of 
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fruit being continuously developed. Most tree fruit growers opt for dwarf varieties because they tend to 

produce fruit sooner, in 3 years, and are easier to harvest with manual labour.  

The average orchard in BC plants between 1200 and 1500 trees per acre. In BC, 98% of apples are grown 

in the Okanagan Valley and are sold under the BC Tree Fruits Cooperative. In 2015, BC Tree Fruits 

launched the BC Tree Fruits Cider company.  Craft cider is one of the fastest growing beverage sectors. 

Apples comprise 80% of the BC fruit tree production. The total value to apple growers in Canada was $168 

million in 2013.  

Opportunities 

Kanaka Bar could grow either fruit for eating or fruit for cider. There is a resurgence of interest in heritage 

varieties of fruit that could represent an opportunity for a niche fruit market. Orchards are very labour 

intensive at harvest time, so this could be an opportunity for many members to access employment during 

the fruit harvesting season.   

Constraints 

The majority of fruit packing and process facilities in BC are in the Okanagan. It would be beneficial to 

assess the fruit orchard supply chain to determine if it is feasible to transport fruit for processing and sales. 

As mentioned earlier, Kanaka Bar may also have difficulty finding adequate flat available land for orchards. 

Finally, the time that it takes for trees to bear fruit may represent a constraint. Apples take three years 

before the fruit can be harvested and so this must be considered in any cash flow projections for this 

economic development opportunity.  

Opportunity Ranking 

Community Orchard  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? Medium 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? Medium 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? Low 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? High 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? High 

 

Potential Next Steps 

It is recommended that Kanaka Bar take the following steps to pursue a fruit orchard:  

 A market analysis that determines which fruits should be grown and are most in demand, where 

the fruit should be processed, and if the business is likely to be self-sustaining; 

 Identify land, potential employees and community interest in this business; and 

 Move forward with ordering and planning trees once a buyer/processor is confirmed.  
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Food Processing/Cannery: Commercial Kitchen 

Description 

Food processing, cannery, and a commercial kitchen could be interrelated ventures. There is a restaurant 

(Kanaka Bar Restaurant) nearby which may potentially be for sale.  Acquiring this would make the kitchen 

available to the Band.  Additional space in the restaurant may continue to be used for guests. It may also 

be converted into a food processing space including canning. The foods processed would primarily be 

foods grown by Kanaka Bar which could include tomatoes and various tree fruits. These foods can be dried 

or frozen and sold roadside or in various retail locations. The space could be used as a cannery for 

vegetables grown by Kanaka Bar and its members. Fish and wild game harvested by Kanaka Bar could 

also be processed at the cannery. Any food produced by Kanaka Bar could be packaged under a single 

brand. It may also be used for community functions and catering. The advantage canned and dried foods 

have over frozen foods is that they stay edible longer and do not spoil in the event of a power outage. 

Traditional foods such as Saskatoon berries and fish can also be processed at these facilities.  

Opportunity 

There is a strong interest in gardening, canning and sharing products amongst Kanaka Bar community 

members. The restaurant lands themselves represent a significant opportunity to acquire an approved 

commercial kitchen to support this venture/community development opportunity. No additional reserve land 

would be required if a canning facility were to be pursued at the restaurant lands.  

Constraint 

Some potential constraints to this venture include the willingness of current owner to sell the restaurant to 

Kanaka Bar. It may be difficult to ensure the selling price of the restaurant lands is fair if Kanaka Bar is 

determined to move forward with this plan at the restaurant lands location. Secondly, some renovations 

would be required to create a community–scale canning operation. Finally, Kanaka Bar currently has little 

additional food sources beyond what members grow and catch for themselves and their families, so if the 

community desired to build an economic development opportunity out of the community canning activities, 

there would need to be addition supplies of food for processing.  

Opportunity Ranking 

Food Processing/Commercial Kitchen  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? High 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? Low 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? Medium 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? High 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? High 
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Potential Next Steps 

To move forward with this project, Kanaka Bar should continue discussions with current restaurant owner 

for purchase of restaurant.  Concurrently, an in-depth investigation should be conducted into what could be 

canned to determine if there is adequate supply for an economic development operation.  It is possible that 

the community may support this project more as a self-sufficiency and skill-building project rather than a 

for-profit operation, but either way, there needs to be a clear idea of how and why the building will be used.  

Finally, once the demand for a commercial kitchen is determined, Kanaka Bar should move forward with 

the purchase of the restaurant lands and the required retrofits.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Water Bottling 

Description 

Kanaka Bar has the opportunity to bottle water from local watersheds and creeks.  These creeks are non-

fish bearing and anecdotal evidence suggests there is sufficient water volume within the Territory to justify 

a water bottling plant.  Similar projects operating 16 hours per day have been estimated to require 30,000 

litres of water per day to operate.  The following major infrastructure is required to operate a bottling plant:  

 Water bottling equipment and machinery;  

 Water bottling factory building including storage area;  

 Water lab;  

 Water main connection;  

 Power; and  

 Water treatment equipment.  
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A small on-site septic field would likely also be needed for 

domestic disposal.  

Opportunity 

Kanaka Bar could build a water bottling plant to bottle 

commercially available water.  Once operational, the water 

could be used for both bottling and for refill stations that would 

be available at various locations including at a gas station, the 

band office, and in other communities.  

Constraints 

The constraints that may be encountered with this operation 

include:  

 Land footprint needed for a water bottling plant; 

 Availability of potable water for water filling station; 

 Capital cost to develop water bottling plant; and 

 Regulatory approvals.  

There would have to be significant research conducted on this project to ensure that the place, process, 

and approvals for a bottling station are well-understood and achievable.  

Opportunity Ranking 

Water Bottling  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? Medium 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? High 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? High 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? Medium 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? Low 

 

Potential Next Steps 

Kanaka Bar could move forward with this venture by firstly identifying a water bottling plant site. Secondly, 

site investigations including environmental, geotechnical, and archeological reviews would have to be 

undertaken. Kanaka Bar could then complete the site planning and conceptual plan. Following this, 

investigating detailed cost estimates for construction and engineering is required to support a business plan 

and feasibility assessment. Finally, once this operation is deemed feasible, it may benefit Kanaka Bar to 

identify potential partners in development to help offset the capital startup costs.  
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7.2 Community & Infrastructure Self-Sufficiency 

Community & Infrastructure Self-sufficiency is the ability 

of Kanaka Bar to support and empower its community 

members through its available land and infrastructure 

such as buildings, water, sewage, etc.  As well as 

supporting the capacity of members to pursue economic 

development opportunities on their as entrepreneurs.   

Convenience Store/Retail Store/Gas Station 

Description 

There are several possibilities potentially available for 

Kanaka Bar to develop some highway commercial 

ventures. Even a small rest stop development could 

open the doors to increasing awareness of Kanaka Bar 

and the tourism activities that are available in the region. 

These would be adjacent to Highway #1 and Kanaka 

Bar’s existing reserves. Kanaka Bar is currently in 

negotiations to acquire one or more parcels of property 

from the Ministry of Transportation and private land 

holders (i.e. Kanaka Bar Restaurant) along this corridor.  

Commercial ventures along the highway corridor would 

capture the traffic both north and southbound on 

Highway #1. It is proposed that Kanaka Bar would begin 

with a simple rest stop, including toilets, and build up 

infrastructure over time to continually increase interest 

from passer byes. Currently, there are no 24 hour places 

to stop along this stretch of highway within the region. 

Kanaka Bar has expressed that break-even is 

acceptable for these ventures. A commercial highway 

venture could include any combination of a convenience 

store, retail store, or a gas station/electric vehicle 

charging station.  

A concept plan of the initial phases including a rest stop 

and lookout was created (shown in the figures on the 

following pages) to help the Kanaka Bar community and potential investors see how the land can be 

organized for maximum utilization and what might be possible at this site. The concept plans include 

pathways for visitors, a lookout, washrooms, and suggestions for the overall rest area that include solar 

luminaries, solar panels, electric vehicle charging station, vertical axis turbines, picnic tables, an interpretive 

centre, and vendors.  
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Kanaka Bar Lookout 
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Kanaka Bar Rest Stop Visualization 
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Opportunities 

Kanaka Bar would like to take advantage of this opportunity because it has been observed that a significant 

amount of traffic stops here already. In addition, the Ministry of Transportation is currently considering 

straightening this section of the highway which may provide an opportunity for the redevelopment of the 

space. Many community members have suggested that there would be sufficient demand to support a 

highway commercial venture. If the community were to move forward with this opportunity, it may be 

possible to scale the development, and/or utilize the Kanaka Bar Restaurant lands and infrastructure to 

support the envisioned development. 

Constraints 

One of the main constraints for this project will be the initial capital costs for green-field development, which 

have yet to be estimated. Secondly, if the highway straightening is not undertaken, the turn-off access in 

this stretch may be challenging given the terrain and existing site lines. Although there is anecdotal 

evidence that the location is busy with traffic, market demand may not be sufficient to generate a return or 

break even. Finally, if the restaurant lands are acquired and incorporated in the rest stop, the buildings and 

land will require upgrades to create a site that will be attractive for customers. Several development 

constraints for the private lands are known and understood by Kanaka Bar. 

Opportunity Ranking 

Convenience Store/ Retail Store  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? High 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? Medium 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? Medium 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? Medium 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? Medium 

 

Potential Next Steps 

As mentioned before, Kanaka Bar should continue negotiations for acquisition of Kanaka Bar Restaurant 

to determine if this option is feasible, as well as negotiations with the Government of BC for surrounding 

Crown Parcels. A solid business plan and site concept plan (which includes servicing cost estimates) to 

support development efforts should be created before investing in infrastructure and site development. 

Finally, if it appears that a larger development is warranted, Kanaka Bar could explore partnership interest 

with key fuel distribution companies to determine feasibility of a gas station.  

Seniors Complex 

Description 

Elderly care is a growing need in Canada and increasingly First Nations communities. A seniors’ complex 

owned by First Nations would provide culturally relevant care to elders in the community and region. A 
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facility could be scaled to the estimated need. A smaller community facility could be built for only Kanaka 

Bar members. In addition, a facility could be built as a joint venture or partnership with other neighbouring 

communities to take advantage of economies of scale. One of the major challenges with economic 

development at Kanaka Bar is lack of available housing. An Elder’s facility and some intentional thinking 

around incentivizing Elder’s selling their homes or transferring ownership to a young family may help to 

meet the need for homes through the existing housing stock.  

Opportunities 

Kanaka Bar could create a full-time or assisted living facility for elderly community members and seniors 

from the surrounding area. Lytton has limited senior care centre availability, so the development of a new 

care centre could help residents of the Fraser Canyon and Kanaka Bar members to stay closer to home as 

they age and require more support.  

Constraints 

Kanaka Bar would have to ensure there is a location for this facility on-reserve, or purchase/acquire a new 

parcel of developable land suitable for this purpose. Following site selection, there is a regulatory process 

that would need to be followed to become licensed to operate a care facility which may be complex and 

lengthy. Other constraints that may hinder this economic development opportunity are: negotiating with 

other communities to obtain support for a regional care centre, ensuring there are an adequate number of 

workers to staff the facility, and being able to finance the initial capital and operations costs.  

Opportunity Ranking 

Seniors Complex  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? High 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? High 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? High 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? High 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? High  

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? Medium 

 

Potential Next Steps 

Kanaka Bar should pursue the following steps to move forward with this venture:  

a) Identify land parcel for development;  

b) Acquire parcel and/or building;  

c) Undertake business planning and feasibility assessment; and  

d) If developing greenfield land parcel, undertake site planning and engineering.  
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7.3 Cultural & Tourism Self-Sufficiency 

Cultural and tourism self-sufficiency is the ability of Kanaka Bar to keep its culture vibrant and to utilize 

aspects of its culture to support tourism and economic development in the region. Culture supports overall 

self-sufficiency through transmission of knowledge of the land and the principle of sustainable development.  

Medicines and Traditional Foods 

Description 

Kanaka Bar sustainably relied on traditional knowledge of medicines in their territory prior to contact. Many 

members have retained this knowledge and can produce traditional equivalents of various modern 

medicines. Plants used in medicine-making can be found throughout Kanaka Bar’s traditional territory free 

of charge. Harvesting medicinal plants is recognized as an Aboriginal Right. Knowledge of producing 

various medicines is held within the community and products may be produced for sale locally and through 

on-line retail websites.  

Opportunity 

Members who know about medicine making could sell medicines in a retail storefront. Medicines could also 

be made available at the Kanaka Bar health centre for distribution to community members in need as an 

alternative to common western medicines such as Tylenol. Some members may also wish to package and 

sell traditional foods as an economic development option.  

Constraints 

Some members may not be willing to monetize medicine making and traditional food supplies. In addition 

there may be potential liability issues, if medicines are not marketed appropriately.  

Opportunity Ranking 

Medicines and Traditional Foods  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? Medium 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? Low 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? High 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? High 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? Medium 

 

Potential Next Steps 

Kanaka Bar can pursue this further by first identifying members who are skilled in medicine-making and 

traditional foods. If there is sufficient interest, a community protocol for which medicines can be developed 

must be created and agreed on by the community. If there is support and interest in selling medicines, 

Kanaka Bar should help members gain access to business planning resources to develop their enterprises.  
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Campground and Associated Activities 

Description 

Cultural and other tourism opportunities have been identified by Kanaka Bar members as potential 

opportunities for business development. Kanaka Bar is located in the Fraser Canyon which is suitable for 

various cultural and adventure tourism activities.  

Opportunity 

There are several cultural tourism opportunities available to Kanaka Bar that include:  

Campground – a campground could be developed near the river or along the highway for people travelling 

through the Fraser Canyon. There are various options for the degree of development from a rustic camping 

site to a fully developed “glamping” grounds with full septic, water, and electricity services.  

Hiking and Mountain Biking Trail Development – Because of the unique topography of the Fraser Canyon, 

there is an opportunity for the development of hiking and mountain biking trails. Recently Kanaka Bar has 

engaged in discussions with the Aboriginal Youth Mountain Bike Program, an organization that provides 

youth camps, mountain biking instruction, and events. This organization can assist First Nations with 

accessing funds for building bike skills parks, small jumps, tracks and learning areas. This partnership may 

result in Kanaka Bar youth being more engaged in mountain biking and the increasing biking tracks for 

visitors.  

Zipline – the Fraser Canyon is very steep and provides ample opportunity for thrill seeking individuals to 

experience the canyon via zipline. The community already uses a tram to access the micro hydro project.  

Cultural Tourism – There are various opportunities in the Fraser Canyon for cultural tourism including 

interpretive trails and underground pithouse development. 

Constraints 

Some constraints to cultural tourism opportunities include:  

a) Cost of campground development;  

b) Vacancy rates in the region appear to be low; 

c) Land availability in Kanaka Bar is limited; and 

d) Willingness to share cultural knowledge.  
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Opportunity Ranking 

Campground and Associated Activities  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? High  

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? Medium 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? Medium 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? Medium 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? Medium 

 

Potential Next Steps 

To move forward with cultural tourism Kanaka Bar should first undertake business planning and feasibility 

assessment and if it appears that there may be some feasible options, a land assessment should be 

undertaken to determine a location on-reserve or on a purchased or acquired parcel of land.  

7.4 Employment Self-Sufficiency 

Employment self-sufficiency is the ability of Kanaka Bar to support its community members through 

employment.  Employed community members have a sense of purpose, contribute to a sense of 

community, and contribute to the local economy through wages earned. 

Sand & Gravel 

Description 

Located in the Fraser Canyon which was created through thousands of years of erosion by the Fraser River 

and glaciers, there is an abundance of gravel available. The gravel is mainly a result of sediment left after 

the glaciers receded. Over time, land could be made more level for future development.  

Kanaka Bar has identified areas that are suitable for a sand and gravel operation.  Little information on the 

potential growth (and size of this resource) is known at this time. 

Opportunity 

Sand and gravel can be harvested from the territory and sold to various customers including the Ministry of 

Transportation’s road building and maintenance, or businesses in the Fraser Valley. 

Constraint 

Before engaging in this enterprise, Kanaka Bar must ensure there is sufficient availability of gravel, and 

examine the costs associated with equipment and machinery to extract the raw materials. Then, Kanaka 

Bar must consult with potential buyers to ensure there is sufficient demand for the purchase of sand and 

gravel.  
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Opportunity Ranking 

Sand and Gravel  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? Medium 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? Medium 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? High 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? High 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? Low 

 

Potential Next Steps 

To move forward on this potential economic development opportunity, Kanaka Bar should:  

 Conduct further exploration and assessment for suitable gravel deposits;  

 Research operations costs; and 

 Identify purchasers for gravel through feasibility assessment/business plan.  

Investment in Housing  

Description 

Kanaka Bar has expressed interest in either building apartments or purchasing existing housing to provide 

for the housing needs of members and staff. Kanaka Bar would like to invest in new housing that meets 

member’s needs and also aligns with the community aesthetic. The new housing could be either on-reserve 

or off reserve, nearby the main community. There are a number of economic development benefits of 

investing in housing, including:  

1) This would allow members who live off-reserve to come home to work or to start businesses should 

they choose.  This would directly contribute to the community’s economic development. Currently, 

there is extremely limited or no additional housing capacity in Kanaka Bar, so even if jobs are 

available, it is difficult for workers to live on-reserve or nearby; 

2) The rent would be provided at rate accessible to members and the money paid in rent would be 

returned to Kanaka Bar;  

3) Over time, Kanaka Bar would have additional borrowing capacity for further businesses in the form 

of land/building equity; 

4) There is additional opportunity to sign a contract with other First Nation communities.  

Opportunities 
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On the restaurant property there are several existing living spaces. These spaces are considered rustic but 

are an option for affordable housing.  Renovations may be required. Another option is to construct an 

apartment building. The primary objective for this would be to provide reasonably priced housing for 

members or staff. Finally, Kanaka Bar could invest in some form of alternative or small scale housing to 

help meet the temporary housing demand both on and off reserve.  

Constraints 

Kanaka Bar should consider the following constraints before moving forward with the restaurant land 

dwellings or an apartment:  

 The upfront capital costs may be sizable in terms of renovating the restaurant land dwellings, and would 

certainly be large when considering constructing an apartment; and 

 Community knowledge of real estate/property management is limited, but improving; 

 Greenfield development will require new infrastructure and servicing.  Considering infrastructure 

development and servicing costs should be carefully considered when evaluating housing development 

options.  

Opportunity Ranking 

Apartments  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? Medium 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? High  

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? High  

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? High  

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? Medium 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? Medium 
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Alternative Housing 

Kanaka Bar recognizes that a lack of housing availability is one of the main factors that hinders future 

economic growth on-reserve. Members who would like to move back to the reserve to work or to pursue a 

business are currently unable to find a place to stay. Kanaka Bar is interested in alternative options that 

might provide temporary housing for a single person or a couple in transition. One of the options that is 

being considered is what is known as a “Tiny House” or a “Tumbleweed House” which is a house made 

from standard building materials built on a flat deck trailer. These homes usually have beds in a loft and 

basic cooking and washroom facilities. Adding one of more of these houses to the reserve would provide 

accommodation for a single person or a couple which could ease the pressure of finding a place to stay for 

newcomers or for current Kanaka Bar residents that experience a change in family composition or need 

temporary housing. There are also other options for small housing that can be considered for this purpose, 

however, there is an increased interest in this style of tiny home and they are becoming more readily 

available on the market.  
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Potential Next Steps 

The next steps for this venture include:  

 Completed detailed assessment of local demand for desired housing types;  

 Assess housing availability in the area and complete a feasibility study;  

 Identify potential housing sites; and 

 Develop housing for community members.  

Kanaka Bar 7th Generations Fund 

Description 

Kanaka Bar could provide micro financing to empower community members to pursue their own business 

ventures and entrepreneurial desires. To do this, Kanaka Bar would establish the 7th Generations Fund: an 

Economic Development Trust or Endowment Fund. The account would be paid into every year by Kanaka 

Bar and interest dollars earned would be available to community members. It is proposed that the Trust 

include three financing streams to allow Kanaka Bar members to borrow monies.   

1) Stream 1: Incubation Loan – providing up to $1000 interest free  

2) Stream 2: Business Development Loan – providing up to $5000 below market rates 

3) Stream 3: Business Implementation/Growth Loan – providing up to $10,000 at market rates. 

Over time, and if Kanaka Bar’s capacity improves, Kanaka Bar Indian Band could begin guaranteeing 

commercial loans for members at mainstream financial institutions to pursue significant commercial 

ventures on or off-reserve. Some of the criteria for such loans could potentially include:  

 Members in good standing (i.e. They don’t owe money to the band) 

 Own or have their house or have strong track record with respect to rental payments 

 Have provided a solid business plan 

 Business plan includes ways to give back to the community (employment, donations, sponsorships, in-

kind expertise to members etc.) or increase the stature of Kanaka Bar. 

Opportunities 

The implementation of this fund could assist members in accessing funding and financing to start small 

businesses. This fund would reduce the economic development burden on the Band and Band owned 

businesses by encouraging a diversity of enterprise owned by various members. This opportunity could 

address the need to enhance business planning resources to membership.  

Constraints 

Currently Kanaka Bar has limited funds to enable the program, which is likely the largest constraint. In 

addition, there could be defaults in repayment and thus create a higher risk scenario if Kanaka Bar were to 

finance the fund through borrowing. It is also possible that the administration costs of program may be high.  
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Potential Next Steps 

Kanaka Bar intends to move forward with this opportunity by launching the 7th Generations Fund using 

own-source revenues. It is understood that the fund’s governance and communications plan is under 

development (which will include an administration plan and cost estimate).  It will officially launch in the 

2016/2017 fiscal year. 

It would also be advisable to develop complementary resources to support business plan and business 

launch/growth efforts amongst members.  

Skill Sharing  

Description  

Kanaka Bar members possess many important and in-demand skills. At a community engagement session 

in February 2016, members shared their gifts, skills and talents and also discussed ways that these skills 

could be transferred to other members in the community. In terms of employment self-sufficiency and 

community readiness, transferring these modern and traditional skills in the community can help to create 

a more resilient membership who are better able to leverage each other’s strengths and work together. 

Bolstering these skills and capacities is one of the most pressing economic development needs. Kanaka 

Bar is very interested in helping members pursue their interests and build capacities. Some of the skills that 

are already present in the community and could be expanded upon include:  

 Fishing stwen, smoking fish 

 Dry fish 

 Canning 

 Cooking 

 Cooking 

 Organizing gatherings 

 Learning traditional medicines 

 Helping with most anything 

 Problem solver 

 Communicating 

 Observing  

 Understanding problems (kids) 

 Learning quickly 

 Working 

 Sharing good work ethic 

 
 Finances 

 Hunting 

 Walking 

 Gardening 

 Beading 

 Saw/Forestry 

 Planning 

 Organizing 

 Fishing 

 Listening 

 Sewing 

 Fixing/handy man  

 Being a good father 

 Helping Elders 

 Gardening 
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 Computer skills 

Opportunities  

There were several members that offered to share their skills with the community including:  

 Plan community events 

 Teaching youth “survivor” mentality 

 Gill net making 

 Genealogy 

 Tech and computer skills 

Constraints 

This type of community skills sharing may be new to some members of Kanaka Bar.  Continued community 

brainstorming conversations and support such as meeting space and small amounts of funding for supplies 

may be needed.  

Next Steps 

Continue to work with community members to foster opportunities to learn what skills are available in the 

community, and to learn what support is required for this information sharing and exchange to occur.  

7.5 Energy Self-Sufficiency 

Energy sustainability is one of the foundations of a community’s well-being.  Ensuring that a community 

has access to a stable, reliable and affordable energy supply is critical to supporting the economic and 

social vibrancy of the community.  This has long been recognized by the Kanaka Bar people, as 

demonstrated by the community’s investment into the development of the Kwoiek Creek hydropower 

project.  With the completion of this exceptional project, Kanaka Bar Indian Band is looking to use the 

experiences gained to develop other sustainable community economic development opportunities in the 

clean energy sector to realize the following key benefits: 

 Employment Creation and 

Building Community Capacity  

 Environmental Stewardship 

 Community Economic 

Development and Sustainability 

 Opportunity for Energy Cost 

Savings 

 Community Independence 

The following key clean energy 

opportunities have been identified by 

Kanaka Bar. 
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Biomass Heating  

Description 

Bioenergy is energy produced from biomass, which can come from a variety of sources. It is a versatile 

energy form that can be used as a substitute for traditional forms of energy and can complement other 

clean energy sources, such as wind and solar power energy. 

To develop a bioenergy project, it is first and foremost important to identify a secure and sustainable 

biomass source. The most common biomass sources used in bioenergy projects include: 

 Logging and mill residues and wastes; 

 Wood from fire and insect-killed forests (i.e. mountain pine beetle kill); 

 Wood from non-marketable timber and associated wastes; 

 Agricultural and energy crops; 

 Manure from livestock operations; and, 

 Landfill gas (methane). 

Opportunities 

In the context of Kanaka Bar, it is likely that the most applicable type of bioenergy project is a biomass 

heating project.   There are two principal types of biomass heating systems available to communities.  These 

include: 

 Biomass district energy systems, or district heating systems -  These are centralized heat production 

and distribution systems that serve multiple customers (buildings 

 Residential wood boiler heating systems -- As an alternative to a district energy system, wood boilers 

or wood furnaces could be used to provide a renewable and sustainable source of heat for community 

households.  Outdoor wood boiler systems look like metal garden sheds with short chimneys.  These 

systems have gained a great deal of popularity over the past few years throughout rural Canada. 

Constraints 

The following constraints have been identified: 

 Secure fuel supply  

 Community density is likely insufficient to warrant a district energy system 

 Retrofit costs may outweigh the cost savings 
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Opportunity Ranking 

Biomass Community Energy  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? Low 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? Medium 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? Medium 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? High 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? High 

 

Potential Next Steps 

Should the Band wish to further investigate the possibility of a biomass heating system several tasks could 

be completed concurrently in order to improve the community’s understanding of viability.  This could be 

done through a pre-feasibility assessment of a district energy system and/or stand-along residential heating 

systems.  

 Develop a project concept(s) based on the community’s heating demand; 

 Identify of potential biomass supply options; 

 Estimate potential project capital costs, operating and maintenance costs and return on investment; 

and 

 Highlight potential benefits of a biomass energy system(s) within Kanaka Bar. 

Hydropower – Siwash Creek  

Description 

Hydroelectricity projects convert the kinetic energy of water traveling down gradient into electricity. “Small 

hydro” projects typically range in capacities from 1 MW to 50 MW, but can also incorporate projects with 

capacities between 100 kW to 1 MW (“mini” hydro) and under 100 kW (“micro” hydro). Small hydropower 

plants are comprised of two main components: civil works, and electrical and mechanical equipment. Civil 

works generally include the diversion dam or weir, water passages, and powerhouse. Water is directed into 

a canal, tunnel or penstock by the diversion dam or weir, and passes through the turbine. The water passing 

through the turbine causes the turbine to spin and generate electricity. Water then flows back into the 

stream through the tailrace. The primary electrical and mechanical components of a small hydro plant are 

the turbines and generators.  

The feasibility of a small hydro project is dependent on many factors. The power output of the project 

depends on the flow of water and elevation change (head). The flow varies seasonally and dictates the 

energy generated. The feasibility is also largely dependent on site conditions, such as proximity to the 

electrical grid, ease of access to site, and local topography. 
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Opportunities 

There are a number of potential hydropower development sites within Kanaka Bar’s Traditional Territory.  

These sites include: 

 Siwash Creek 

 Kwoiek Creek (Upper Watershed) 

 Morneylun Creek 

 Nekliptum Creek 

Of these sites, the Siwash Creek project is evidently the most advanced in its development.  Detailed 

feasibility studies have been prepared that demonstrate strong project economics, and minimal 

environmental constraints.  Kanaka Bar and Kanaka Bar Land & Resources LP (Siwash Watershed 

Resources Inc.) have been working with Green Valley Power to support the development of the project as 

joint venture partners.   

Constraints 

The principle constraint for the Siwash Creek project is the timing of the acquisition of an interconnection 

and Electricity Purchase Agreement from BC Hydro.     

Opportunity Evaluation 

The Siwash Creek Project is a proposed 1 megawatt run-of-river project which will be located 20 kilometers 

km south of Lytton, within the Traditional Territory of Kanaka Bar. It will produce approximately 5 gigawatt 

hours per year of clean renewable electricity.  The electricity will be sold under BC Hydro’s Standing Offer 

Program.  

The intake weir will be located on Siwash Creek 1000 meters above the powerhouse. The intake pond will 

be approximately fifteen meters by ten meters, averaging one meter deep. The water will then travel 

approximately three kilometers down a sixteen inch penstock to a small single Pelton turbine with one three 

inch nozzle. The maximum flow needed to produce this amount of energy is only 0.17m3 per second, and 

then it will be returned to the creek. The powerline connection point is located on private property along 

Highway 1, and no new transmission lines need to be built.  

Green Valley Power has provided Kanaka Bar detailed information about the feasibility of the proposed 

project.  Based on this information it is evident that the project is economically feasible. 
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Key Financial Indicators for the Siwash Creek Hydropower Project 

Key Indicators  

Project Attributes 

Capacity (MW) 1 

Estimated Annual Output (MWh) 5,000 

Capacity Factor (%) 48.22% 

Key Indicators  

Financial 

Total Capital Cost ($M) $3.77 

Annual Gross Revenues (based on SOP pricing) $502,163 

Annual Expenses (including financing) $273,780 

Other Key Factors 

Development Plan Yes 

Existing EPA No 

Interconnection Agreement Underway 

All Environmental Approvals Issued Underway 
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Opportunity Ranking 

Hydropower - Siwash Creek  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? Medium 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? High 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? High 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? High 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? High 

 

Potential Next Steps 

Kanaka Bar is engaged in the development of the project through a joint-venture with Green Valley Power.  

To complete the proposed project the following key milestones have been identified: 

 Complete electricity system impact study 

 Complete design and tendering 

 Secure Electricity Purchase Agreement from BC Hydro  

 Purchase project equipment and materials 

 Initiate project construction (road improvements, 

equipment installation, powerline connection) 

 Project commissioning 

 Commence operations  

 

NOTE – the Siwash Hydropower Project is considered to be the top priority economic development 

project for Kanaka Bar. 

 

Solar – Net Metering  

Description 

The feasibility of a solar PV energy project depends on factors such as equipment and installations costs, 

local solar radiation, site shading conditions, local climate conditions, and interconnection with the electrical 

grid.  Central generation applications are becoming increasingly cost-competitive, however in most 

applications in British Columbia still require subsidies.   
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As Kanaka Bar continues to assess ways to unlock the potential economic value of its lands, a pilot project 

has been approved to develop a small solar PV projects. Starting in April 2016, there will be solar panels 

installed on the Band Office or the Community Health building. This is a first step in moving forward with 

increased energy self-sufficiency through solar and increasing the visibility of energy projects in the core 

community.  

In the future, if the pilot project is successful and there is a desire to expand, it is possible for the Band to 

own solar PV projects on residential roofs to displace the purchase of power from BC Hydro.  In return the 

Band would generate revenues by invoicing each home on a monthly basis based on a defined rate.  To 

help characterize this opportunity, the following preliminary project concepts have been prepared. 

Opportunities 

Large Solar: Referencing the Kanaka Bar Land Use Plan there appear limited lands available with a south-

facing slope.  Of the lands available and suitable for development (on reserve) Kanaka Bar IR 2 appears 

to be the most suitable.  In Kanaka Bar the yearly average daily radiation (horizontal) per square meter is 

considered to be relatively high at 3.53 kWh/m2/day.  The following figure highlights both the average annual 

and monthly daily solar radiation conditions assumed for this analysis. 

 

Referencing this data, a 1 megawatt (MW) project concept has been developed that has the following key 

attributes: 

 Project Type: Ground mounted (fixed) 

 Estimated Required Land Area: 1.5 acres 

 Module Type: Congery poliy-Si – ON 250P-60 (250W) 

 Number of Modules: 4200 modules  

 Inverter: 100 100kW string-inverters 
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 Slope: 48 degrees 

 Azimuth: South 

 Estimated Capacity Factor: 17.5% 

To estimate the project development cost of this project concept, an assumed installed cost per watt rate 

of $3.5 was used.  This is considered to be a reasonable cost estimate based on known and current solar 

PV project costs in Western Canada for larger projects.  Therefore, the project configuration described 

above would have a capital cost of approximately $3,500,000 – financed at 5% over 20 years.  It is important 

to note that this rate has been selected for illustrative purposes and it is probable that a more favourable 

project cost could be achieved in the future, if trends in solar PV equipment costs continue. 

The developed project configuration is estimated to have a maximum annual power output of 1,542 

megawatt hours per year and an energy production cost of approximately $107 per megawatt hour.  The 

estimated annual revenue (under BC Hydro’s Standing Offer Program) from this project is estimated to be 

approximately $160,000 per year based on an assumed rate of $104 per megawatt hour.  Based on the 

above the project indicates poor financial viability, as it would be cash flow negative.  However if 15% of 

the capital project costs could be secured via grant funding the project’s financial viability would significantly 

improve – offering a potentially viable business case. 

Solar Pilot Project: The roof or ground mounted solar PV pilot project will contribute power to either the 

Band Office or Health Center. 

For illustrative purposes, a small scale 10 kW solar PV system can displace a significant portion of the 

annual consumption of either of these buildings and also provides flexibility to incrementally increase 

capacity in the future.  

The configuration consists of: 

 Module Type: Congery poliy-Si – ON 250P-60 (250W) 

 Number of Modules: 40 modules  

 Inverter: 40 micro-inverters 

 Estimated Capacity Factor: 16.2% 

 Fixed slop at 45 degrees faced directly south 

The above characteristics were used to determine: Annual electricity generation; and, project costs.  To 

estimate the project development cost of this project concept, an assumed installed cost per watt rate of 

$3.50 was used.  This is considered to be a reasonable cost estimate based on known and current solar 

PV project costs in Western Canada.  Therefore, the project configuration described above would have a 

capital cost of approximately $35,000.  It is important to note that this rate has been selected for illustrative 

purposes and it is probable that a more favourable project cost would differ. 

The developed project configuration is estimated to have a maximum annual power output of 14.2 megawatt 

hours per year and an energy production cost of approximately $115 per megawatt hour.  The estimated 

annual revenue/cost savings (under BC Hydro’s Net Metering) from this project is estimated to be 

approximately $1466 per year per megawatt hour.  Based on these calculations the project indicates poor 
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financial viability, however there are many tangible benefits related to education, visibility of projects and 

community engagement in energy self-sufficiency.  

It is important to note that such a project would “break even” at $3.00 per watt installed.  

Constraints 

With respect to the larger solar PV project the primary constraint is land availability and interconnection 

with BC Hydro’s distribution system.  For a smaller pilot project(s), the primary constraint would be roof 

conditions (i.e. existing roofs may not be appropriate to house PV panels do to conditions and/or 

orientation), and the upfront capital cost. 

Opportunity Ranking 

Solar  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? Medium 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? Medium 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? Low 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? High 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? High 

 

Potential Next Steps 

The two solar analysis completed demonstrated that the solar resource in Kanaka Bar is physically capable 

of supporting solar PV project, but, the assumed project economics solar PV offer a marginal business 

case. However, solar PV costs have reduced significantly and will likely continue to do so while electricity 

rates will also continue to rise. These trends may result in improvements in economic feasibility of solar in 

the medium term.   

The following next steps are presented should the Band be interested in pursuing solar PV projects moving 

forward: 

Develop a small pilot project in the community to test the viability of solar in Kanaka Bar which includes: 

 preparing an expression of interest / request for proposal to engage a qualified company to develop a 

project in Kanaka Bar 

 obtaining a formal quote and a site specific assessment to determine the actual solar availability and 

any building modifications that would be required to support such a system 

 developing the pilot project in the near term and developing community engagement/empowerment 

materials and processes to support greater uptake in the community by end of summer 2016 
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Complete a more detailed business case analysis of the large solar PV project, select a location on reserve 

for such a project, and confirm community interest and funding availability. 

Complete a detailed business case analysis of providing solar PV systems to residential homes in the 

community through an “energy services” company. 

 

Small Wind Power  

Description 

Wind energy projects convert the kinetic energy of the wind to electricity. The feasibility of a wind project is 

extremely dependent on the wind speeds at the location. The major components of a wind energy system 

include: 

 Rotor, with blades: to convert wind energy into mechanical energy in the rotor shaft; 

 Gear box: to match the rotor shaft speed to the generator; 

 Tower: to support the rotor above the ground and capture higher wind speeds; 

 Foundation: to support the tower; and 

 Control system: to start and stop the wind turbine. 

Infrastructure required to construct and service the turbines also includes the provision of road access to 

transport the turbines (which can be challenging given the size of the components) and grid connection, 

which can represent significant capital costs and can vary from site to site. 

The development of a wind energy project typically includes studies on the wind resource at the site, 

acquisition of permits, design and specification of equipment, equipment purchase, and construction and 

commissioning.  

Opportunities 

For this opportunities review, it is assumed that only a small wind project would be suitable within the Fraser 

Canyon versus a large wind farm.  This is suggested given the local topography (i.e. the mountain ranges 

are too steep to host large wind projects).  Therefore a small scale project, 100 kW, is only considered 

herein.  A small wind project would be suitable for the BC Hydro net metering program and is assumed to 

provide a source of local power. 

Based on a review of the Canadian Wind Energy Atlas it is evident that the wind resource in Kanaka Bar 

and the Traditional Territory is potentially suitable for a wind power project.  This is suggested as average 

annual wind speeds approximately 5 meters per second, which is considered to be the minimum threshold 

for wind project. 

For the purpose of this report, a small wind power project concept has been prepared and reviewed.  This 

project is estimated to have a capital cost of approximately $750,000.  This project would have an estimated 

power output of 145 MWh per year.  This is based on an estimated capacity factor of 16.5%.  The market 
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value of the produced electricity is $14,500 per year.  Based on these project attributes, it unlikely that a 

small wind project is financially viable in Kanaka Bar. 

Constraints 

The key constraints of a small wind project in Kanaka Bar include:  

 capital cost,  

 local terrain, and  

 grid interconnection.   

Further, the economics of small wind projects are typically poor in BC; even in optimal wind resource 

conditions. 

Opportunity Ranking 

Wind  

Will the opportunity create employment for members? Medium 

Will the opportunity generate revenue for the Band? Medium 

Will the opportunity benefit the entire community (and region)? Medium 

Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? Medium 

Will the opportunity contribute to community self-sufficiency? High 

Will the opportunity support good environmental outcomes? High 

 

Potential Next Steps 

Based on the analysis completed for this report, it is probable that a community based wind power project 

is not going to be feasible under the current economic environment.   Further analysis is likely not warranted 

– unless additional wind resource data (from the Cable Crane) suggests that conditions are more optimal 

than outlined above. 

However, the visual and community benefits of a community wind power project could be very powerful.  If 

community interest in a small wind project is high, developing a smaller wind project – for example a 5 kW 

to 10 kW vertical axis turbine – may be a worthwhile venture.  This will allow for a better understanding of 

the wind resource and how a larger project may perform at Kanaka Bar. 
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This section of the Community Economic Development Plan contains information about how, and in what 

order (based on priority), Kanaka Bar should take action on economic development opportunities. Two 

tables – which follow – have been produced to summarize both the prioritization and timelines with respect 

to the pursuit of each key economic development opportunity.  These tables were developed with a few key 

principles in mind.  

Participatory Community Process: In the fall of 2015, community members were asked to rank 17 

opportunities identified and described in Appendix B. They were presented with a description of each of 

the opportunities as well as strengths and considerations. They were asked to rate them from 1 to 5 with 1 

being the highest priority and 5 being not a priority. The table titled “Prioritization and Ranking Tool Based 

on Community Input” below shows only the selections which received the highest vote per opportunity. 

This information was then used to inform the “5 Year Implementation Plan”.  Based on how the community 

ranked each potential economic development option, and the initial research on each option, a timeline was 

created that will help Kanaka Bar to prioritize the actions and energy that is put towards economic 

development initiatives.  

The “5 Year Implementation Plan” was reviewed by community members at a community meeting on 

February 18th and again at a community meeting on March 17th, so it should accurately represent the 

community vision for how this economic development plan should be implemented 

Incremental Capacity Development: The “5 Year Implementation Plan” has also been designed to build 

capacity at a realistic pace. Most of the large scale projects are recommended to be undertaken after the 

completion of a few smaller “pilot” projects that builds interest and skills in the area of focus. One of the 

main objectives of Kanaka Bar leadership is to foster projects that empower members and boost the overall 

abilities and confidence in the community. For this reason it is vital that the “5 Year Implementation Plan” 

8.0 Prioritization and Implementation 
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is followed and that Kanaka Bar staff and community members are not spread too thin, which can set 

projects up for failure and have undesirable result. Focusing on a realistic number of projects will be key to 

success of the economic plan. 

Using Pilot Projects to Determine Interest, Potential and Success: Each of the projects that are listed 

in the first year or two can be viewed as a pilot project to determine if there is sufficient community interest 

and community benefit in continuing on with the later stages that require more energy and time.  

Building on Successes: It is hoped that the “5 Year Implementation Plan” will act as a guide as various 

initiatives arise. However, has also been designed so that the initial investments in each theme is small. 

Once a small step is taken in each area, Kanaka Bar can then reassess to determine what is working and 

where to refocus the energy.   

Review and Update: It is recommended that at the end of the five year economic development cycle, this 

plan undergoes a full review by Chief and Council. If it is deemed to be required, the plan can be updated, 

or a full renewal process can be undertaken that includes community engagement and drafting a new 

version. . 
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Prioritization and Ranking Tool Based on Community Input 

 

Bee 
Keeping 

Green- 
houses 

Community 
Orchards 

Biomass 
Heating 

Hydropower 
– Siwash 

Creek 
Solar 

Wind 
Power 

Convenience 

/Retail/Fuel 
Store 

Food 
Processing 
/Cannery 

Commercial 
Kitchen 

Water 
Bottling 

Medicines 
Sand & 
Gravel 

Apartments 

Elders 
Complex 

Cultural 
/Adventure 

Experiences 

Camping 
/Campgrounds 

Highest Priority     43%   73%     40%     40%     57% 40%   

High Priority   58%       33%    40%         47%    40%  

Neutral 57%          33%   40% 40%   53%       40% 

Low Priority       54%     33%                  

Not a Priority                                
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5 Year Implementation Plan 

The following table represents the key actions and initiative Kanaka Bar will take over the course of the next five years.   

Economic Development Theme 
Year 1 

2016-2017 

Year 2 

2017-2018 

Year 3 

2018-2019 

Year 4 

2019-2020 

Year 5 

2020-2021 

1 

 

Employment Self-Sufficiency and 

Community Readiness 

 Launch 7th Generations Trust 

 Implement strategies that 

introduce Kanaka Bar 

membership to land and resource 

uses 

 Strategic investment into 

Kanaka’s youth 

 Invest in the development and 

implementation of a Kanaka Bar 

library. 

 Provide hands on experience to 

members that are eager to work 

 Provide hands on experience to 

members that are eager to work 

 Review and update economic 

development plan 

2 Financial Self-Sufficiency 

 Develop Siwash Creek Hydropower Project 

 Implement Community Housing Policies 

 Complete water bottling 

feasibility study 

 Complete large wind power 

feasibility study 

 Review and update economic 

development plan 

3 Energy Self-Sufficiency 

 Develop pilot solar project 

 Implement home energy efficiency 

upgrades 

 Raise financial resources to 

implement other community 

energy projects 

o Micro-hydro 

o Micro-wind  

 Develop larger net metering clean energy project(s) to support energy 

self-sufficiency 

 Review and update economic 

development plan 

4 
Foundational Community/Infrastructure 

Development to Support Self-Sufficiency 

 Acquire key off-reserve lands of interest including: 

o Kanaka Bar Restaurant lands 

o Lot 4 

o Crown lands of interest 

 

 Confirm desired development on 

key lands of interest off-reserve 

with a highest and best use 

study 

 Develop site and conceptual 

plans for select properties 

 Initiate land development project 

#1  

o HWY 1 redevelopment 

o High density housing 

(Apartments/alternative 

housing) and/or 

o Elders complex 

 Initiate land development 

project #2 

 Review and update economic 

development plan 

 

5 Food Self-Sufficiency 

 Develop community garden 

(permaculture project) 

 Provide educational resources 

(books, soil, seedlings) to 

members who wish to do home 

gardens 

 Establish a community bee hive 

 Assist members to prepare 

residential backyard gardens 

 Plant fruit trees throughout 

community 

 Prepare lands for larger 

agricultural venture (as identified 

in the Land Use Plan) 

 Establish community canning 

infrastructure 

 Use prepared lands for 

community agriculture venture 

 Invest in greenhouse(s) if feasible 

 Review and update economic 

development plan 
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The Community Economic Development Plan highlights that there are many economic development and 

investment opportunities for the community.  However, it also highlights that there is a need to prioritize on 

the opportunities that are of greatest interest to the community and likely to result in the most significant 

benefits.  Without focus the likelihood of success becomes more so challenging. 

The Community Economic Development Plan also articulates a pathway towards self-sufficiency and 

community economic diversity. While there are a number of constraints, the community’s vision and 

determination to overcome such constraints is much greater.   

The only limit as to what may be possible will be the efforts that are made by the community as a collective 

to fulfill whatever Kanaka Bar may decide to implement.  

9.0 Conclusion 
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This section provides an assessment of the Kanaka Bar Indian Band’s readiness to embrace economic 

development opportunities and successfully realize them.   This assessment is commonly referred to as an 

“Investment Climate Assessment”.  In the context of Kanaka Bar’s goals with respect to community 

economic development, self-performance and incremental success, this assessment has been slightly 

amended to focus on the community’s overall economic readiness.   This assessment is based on research 

on the high transaction costs related to development on First Nation land and experience with First Nations 

working to improve their legal, fiscal, and administrative frameworks.  The assessment process was 

developed with input from commercial and residential real estate developers, legal experts familiar with the 

development process on First Nation land, and First Nation government administrators. 

Available Lands 

Assessment 

A land opportunities and constraints assessment has been included as part of this report for Kanaka Bar 

reserves that are currently serviced and are reasonably accessible.  These lands have limited economic 

development potential given their topography (i.e. slopes greater than 25%) and access (i.e. west side of 

the Fraser River). 

Reserve 
Size 

(hectares) 

Existing Land 

Use 
Observable Features and Constraints 

Kanaka 

Bar IR 1A 
69.2 

Residential, 

Roads and 

Rights of Way 

 

BC Hydro right-of-way (Transmission Line) 

Marvin Road and Hance Road 

Waterlines 

Cable Crane Yard 

Appendix A: Community Readiness Assessment 
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Reserve 
Size 

(hectares) 

Existing Land 

Use 
Observable Features and Constraints 

 Abandoned highway (1927 provincial) and road (1860 

Cariboo Wagon) 

Nekliptum Creek 

Morneylun Creek and intake 

Abandoned barns and farm equipment 

Kanaka 

Bar IR 2 
38.4 

Residential, 

Cemetery, 

Church, Roads 

and Rights of 

Way 

 

Canadian National Railway (CNR) right-of-way (splits 

reserve) 

Lot 4 Fee Simple lands 

CNR Derailment Site 

Station Road 

Old fences and orchards 

Abandoned farm equipment 

Residential foundations 

Nekliptum 

IR 1 
69.2 

Residential,  

Offices  

Maintenance, 

Road, Rights of 

Way & 

Recreation Park 

BC Hydro right-of-way 

Siwash Road access 

Nekliptum Creek 

Waterlines 

Kwoiek Transmission Line  

Culturally Modified Trees (CMT) 

Internet cables 

 Archeological sites 

Pegleg IR 

3/3A 
12 Undeveloped 

Undeveloped 

No formal access to reserves 

Water spring 

Whyeek 

IR 4 
142.2 

Kwoiek Creek 

Hydroelectric 

Project 

Hydro project infrastructure 

BC Hydro right-of-way 

Canadian Pacific Railway right-of-way  

No public road access (north or south) 

Overhead tram services the hydro project reserve 

Designated Land Area  

Cemetery 

Beaver pond  

Old and abandoned roads 
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Evaluation 

Due to the slope of the lands, various right of ways, existing developments, and riparian areas 

approximately 15.7% of Kanaka Bar’s reserve land is considered suitable for further development according 

to Kanaka Bar’s Land Use Plan. 

Recommendation 

Kanaka Bar consider acquisition of additional lands which may be better suited for the community’s 

intended land uses.  

Public Facilities, Infrastructure, and Services 

Assessment 

Buildings 

Kanaka Bar has three principle office spaces and community buildings.  These include a Band Office, a 

new Health Office and a Maintenance Building.  These buildings are all located on Nekliptum IR 1.  

Additional detail on each building is offered in the table below. 

Civic Address Common Name 
Number of Occupants Year of 

Construction 
Mon-Fri Temporary/Events 

2693 Siwash Road Band Office 12 15-45 1994 

2699A Siwash Road Health Office 2 10-20 2015 

2699B Siwash Road Park & Court 6 15-45 1997 

2715 Siwash Road Maintenance In/Out 2 1997 

 

Roads and Access 

As noted above, Kanaka reserve lands are relatively remote, with access to the main community area of 

Nekliptum being accessible via gravel roads that are reasonably well maintained.  Due to the location of 

the community reserves access to developable areas and opportunities for highway commercial 

development are significantly restricted on reserve land and only possible through the acquisition of fee-

simple lands.  

All roads in the main community have reasonably flat grades. The roads are located in a rural setting and 

are not designed for high speeds. 

Access to rail is limited given there is no rail infrastructure suitable for unloading/loading goods at Kanaka 

Bar.  However, future infrastructure investments may be possible to facilitate such an arrangement.  
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Water 

The community water system is in good working condition and it is understood that there is ample treatment 

and water capacity available to support future economic development opportunities. 

Wastewater 

All residences in the community are serviced by individual septic systems. The individual systems are 

pumped out every 2 to 3 years, or as required. 

Utilities 

Kanaka Bar is serviced by power and telecommunications but not natural gas and cable.  Single-phase 

power is provided on overhead poles. Telephone service is provided on the power poles.  

Evaluation 

Kanaka Bar’s community facilities are considered satisfactory for the current level of usage, with some 

ability to accommodate future growth in the community. 

Recommendation 

Kanaka Bar may consider additional facilities as the need arises.  

Constitutional Framework  

Assessment 

Starting in 2012, the community focused on the codification (or writing down) of foundational governance 

codes and processes.  These are intended to be living documents, which can be amended from time to 

time, to provide clarity, transparency and certainty for all Kanaka Bar members.  

As a result, on January 24, 2013, the community ratified the following core documents: 

 Membership Code; 

 Elections Code; 

 Governance Code. 

Following the processes that are now written down in the three codes, the community recently amended 

the Election Code on March 21, 2015. 

Evaluation 

Advanced: Kanaka Bar has been very proactive in creating and adopting constitutional documents and is 

advanced in this process. Membership are regularly updated on status of current initiatives and the 

implementation of new processes at the monthly General Assemblies (currently every 3rd Thursday). 
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Recommendation 

Kanaka Bar should continue to regularly review and update its constitutional documents and organizational 

structure as required.  

Financial Administration and Taxation 

Assessment 

In 1992, Kanaka Bar adopted an Assessment By-law and Taxation By-law which enables the community 

to establish a system on the reserve lands of the Kanaka Bar Indian Band for the fair and equitable taxation 

for local purposes of land, or interests in land, including rights to occupy, possess or use land in the reserve. 

Since then, these laws have been revised and in 2015 they were approved under the Fiscal Management 

Act.   More recently, Kanaka Bar has adopted the following applicable laws: 

 Kanaka Bar Indian Band Annual Expenditure Law, (Updated Annually, last updated in 2015) 

 Kanaka Bar Indian Band Annual Rates Law, (Updated Annually, last updated in 2015) 

 Financial Administration Law, (2014) 

Kanaka Bar is now certified by the First Nations Financial Management Board for its Financial Performance 

and is actively pursuing the Financial Management Systems certificate over the course of next few years.   

 

Evaluation 

Advanced/In progress: The Kanaka Bar community continues with the implementation of the above finance 

and taxation laws.  

Recommendation 

It is recommended that Kanaka Bar explore options for enhancing its taxation regime if/when the community 

is in a position to benefit from this.   

Land Management & Development Approval Process 

Assessment 

The Band does not have a formalized land management process. However, Kanaka Bar does have a land 

use plan.  Any development that occurs on-reserve is reviewed by Band management and Chief and 

Council and decisions are made consistent with the Land Use Plan.  In some circumstances, the community 

will be engaged in the review process to ensure the proposed development is considered acceptable and 

aligned with the membership’s interest. 

Given that there is little development on-reserve, there is little interest, at this time, in pursuing a land 

management process.  However, Kanaka Bar has stated its intent to develop a traditional territory land use 

and resource management plan to ensure the community’s Title and Rights are fully respected. 

Evaluation 
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The Band does not have a formal land management process in place but does have a land use plan.  

Land Tenure Rules & Lease Agreements 

Assessment 

Given the lack of land development at Kanaka Bar, land tenure rules and lease agreements have never 

been considered.  It is unlikely there will be a need for them in the future given that development 

opportunities on the reserve base are limited. Any future development will harmonize with Kanaka Bar’s 

Land Use Plan.  

Evaluation 

Absent: the Band has no signed leases, nor any land tenure rules. 

Recommendation 

Given the lack of current development pressure on Kanaka Bar reserves, it is recommended that the Band 

not pursue the development of land tenure rules at this time.   

Investor Codes & Governance Procedures 

Assessment 

Kanaka Bar has established a number of economic development companies that manage different 

economic and business ventures.  These companies are held by Kanaka Bar Land and Resources Limited 

Partnership, which is also referred to as the Band “Economic and Business Arm”. Kanaka Bar owns 100% 

of Kanaka Bar Land and Resources Limited Partnership. Decisions regarding investments are made by the 

community with leadership provided by Chief and Council, Staff, and the Band’s management team.  While 

the Band owns Kanaka Bar Land and Resources Limited Partnership, the corporation is considered arms-

length.  

Evaluation 

In Progress: while the Band does not have formal investor codes and governance procedures, the decision 

making process is clear and they have a development corporation in place.   

Recommendation 

Kanaka Bar maintain the current decision making process with regards to economic development.  Kanaka 

Bar should implement a periodic review process to ensure that economic development objectives are being 

met.  
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Reliable Information 

Assessment 

The Band has recently invested in the development of its website and has provided important information 

about the community on the site.  The website is oriented to providing information to Band members as first 

priority, but also does a great job at telling Kanaka’s unique story to the entire world.   

Evaluation 

In Progress: Kanaka Bar has recently developed its website with information pertaining to the community.  

Continually populating this website with more information relating to economic development would be 

beneficial.   

In addition, the Band has recognized a need to improve the communications it has with its own membership.  

This will help to keep Band members informed of the Band’s activities and opportunities for training and 

development.   

Recommendation 

Key recommendations include:  

 Publishing economic development information on the Kanaka Bar website, as it is made available; and 

 Developing a communications strategy and protocols to support engagements with private sector 

companies.   

Planning 

Assessment 

Until 2014, Kanaka Bar had done little in the way of community planning.  Since 2014, the community has 

developed the Strategic Plan, and the Land Use Plan.  Kanaka Bar has also recently adopted a “seasonal” 

planning process to best allocate its resources over a six month time horizon.  The planning processes of 

Kanaka Bar, and associated implementation efforts are deemed effective. 

Additionally, Kanaka Bar has invested time into the development of this 5 Year Economic Development 

Plan. 

Kanaka Bar is interested in developing a governance plan for the Traditional Territory.  The recent 

Tsilhqot'in court decision requires that any land uses have the consent of First Nations whose Traditional 

Territory a project falls within. This creates a legislative gap that First Nations can fill in terms of defining 

consent and the processes and conditions under which this will be granted. A governance plan could be 

put in place to establish policies for the traditional territory.  

Kanaka Bar has not completed a Comprehensive Community Plan, but has used its other planning 

processes to offset the need for such a plan at this time.  

Evaluation 
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In Progress: a land use plan for the Band’s reserves has been developed and the completion of this 5 Year 

Economic Development Plan represents a significant achievement in the community’s planning capacity. 

Recommendation 

At this time a Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) is not recommended given its other community 

planning efforts are comprehensive in nature.  Should Kanaka Bar see value in completing a CCP in the 

future, it is recommended that the Band seek funding to undertake such a plan.   

In addition, it is recommended that Kanaka Bar undertake a land use and natural resource plan for the 

traditional territory.  A funding application to the BC Capacity Initiative was submitted in the winter of 2015.  

Investment Facilitation Support 

Assessment 

The Band provides the private sector investor facilitation support through the efforts of its Economic 

Development Arm, administration staff members, and Chief and Council.  The current model is based on 

clear mandates, as defined by the Band organizational structure, and cooperation and dialogue between 

organizational units and staff.  

Evaluation 

In Progress: While the Band does not have an economic development officer at this time, it does have 

several people who share the responsibility of economic development.  Further, Chief Patrick Michell 

continues to be a strong champion and visionary leader with respect to community economic development. 

Further, with the establishment of Kanaka Bar Land & Resources Ltd. (KBLR) and its four sub-entities there 

is a clear and strong organizational governance model for economic development in the community. 

Creating an entity to carry on Kanaka's business was driven to separate business from politics and social 

programs. KBLR's decision-making is done through its Directors and implementation is done through the 

Chief Operations Officer (or COO). This purposeful separation allows:  

 Transfer of risk to a legal entity so that "business" liability for staff, Council and membership is reduced. 

 Shift thinking from INAC based criteria to "business thinking" which can increase the community's ability 

to move forward in generating desired returns like self-performance, employment and independency. 

 for creation of new revenue streams (aka own source revenues) or OSR. 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that Kanaka Bar continue to pursue economic development opportunities within its 

existing governance and organization structure – being led by the Economic Development Arm Employment 

Readiness of Members 

Assessment 
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Kanaka Bar has completed an Employment Readiness Assessment Report in February 2016. The 

assessment interviewed 35 members of Kanaka Bar. There was a general assessment which consisted of 

reviewing education attainment, training, experience, and skills of Kanaka Bar members. There was also a 

skills gap assessment which identified any additional training required for individual members to achieve 

their career goals.  

Evaluation 

The assessment concluded that there are generally three groups of employment at Kanaka Bar which 

include:  

 Employed office staff: a group motivated and interested in enhancing their current skills base.  

 Labourers: this group consists of illiterate and semi-skilled workers. Several from this group are 

interested in pursuing further education and training in the construction industry.  

 Unemployed: members in this group have significant barriers to training and employment.  

The report indicates that Kanaka Bar has a minimal relationship with WorkBC which is an agency that could 

potentially provide funding for Kanaka Bar members.  

Recommendation 

The report made 9 recommendations for Kanaka Bar. The recommendations pertain to enhancing skills in 

construction, communications and presentation, computer training, office administration, essential skills, as 

well as mentoring Kanaka Bar staff in career development.  
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Appendix B: Preliminary Screening of Economic 

Development Opportunities 



 

 

 

 

 

# Economic Development Opportunity Sector 

1 

Bee Keeping  - Honey production for retail sale 

Strengths - Likely profitable, contribute to self-sufficiency, and good environmental outcomes.  
Also, low barrier to entry. 

Agriculture 

2 
Greenhouses – Food production for community and regional sale 

Strengths - Likely profitable, contribute to self-sufficiency, and good environmental outcomes.   
Agriculture 

3 

Community Orchards – Food production for community and regional sale 

Strengths – Employment creation, contribute to self-sufficiency, and good environmental 
outcomes.   

Agriculture 

4 
Biomass Heating – Community energy production 

Strengths - Contribute to self-sufficiency, and good environmental outcomes.   
Clean Energy 

5 

Hydropower – Siwash Creek (and other local creeks) for community energy production or 
export to BC Hydro (SOP) 

Strengths - Likely profitable, create revenue for Band, contribute to self-sufficiency, and good 
environmental outcomes.   

Clean Energy 

6 

Solar – Community energy production / Net Metering  

Strengths - Likely profitable, contribute to self-sufficiency, and good environmental outcomes.  
Also, low barrier to entry. 

Clean Energy 

7 

Wind – Community energy production / Net metering 

Strengths - Likely profitable (or break even), contribute to self-sufficiency, and good 
environmental outcomes.   

Clean Energy 

8 

Convenience Store/ Retail Store/ Fuel Station – potential uses at Kanaka Bar Restaurant 
Lands 

Strengths – Likely to create employment for members 

Commercial 

9 

Food processing / Cannery – process and sale of local foods 

Strengths – Likely to create employment for members, contribute to self-sufficiency, and good 
environmental outcomes. 

Industrial/ 
Commercial 

10 

Commercial Kitchen – process local foods/catering/restaurant. 

Strengths – Likely to create employment for members, contribute to self-sufficiency, and good 
environmental outcomes. 

Industrial/ 
Commercial 

11 

Water Bottling – for sale locally and beyond. 

Strengths – Likely to generate revenue for the Band, and be profitable. 

Tag line “Canada’s hottest spot produces the coolest water” 

Industrial/Natural 
Resources 

12 
Medicines – sale of traditional medicines and food. 

Strengths – Likely to break even or turn profit and contribute to self-sufficiency. 

Natural 
Resources 

13 

Sand and Gravel – for local and regional supply of aggregates. 

Strengths – Likely to create employment for members, generate profit contribute to self-
sufficiency. 

Natural 
Resources 

14 
Apartments – rental apartments on reserve and off. 

Strengths – Likely to create employment for members, and benefit the community and region. 
Residential 

15 

Seniors Complex – housing and palliative care for Elders. 

Strengths – Likely to create employment for members, generate revenue for the Band, 
benefit the community and region, turn a profit, and contribute to self-sufficiency. 

Institutional 

16 

Cultural Experiences/Tourism/Zip Line – to engage tourists in local and regional First Nation 
experiences. 

Strengths – Likely to create employment for members, and benefit the community and region. 

Tourism 

17 
Camping/Campgrounds – to encourage local tourism sector. 

Strengths – Likely to create employment for members, and benefit the community and region. 
Tourism 

Introduction: 

This summary sheet provides a preliminary review of the economic development opportunities identified within Schedule C of the Kanaka Bar 

Land Use Plan.  The purpose of this preliminary screening process is to help narrow the most promising economic development opportunities 

available to Kanaka Bar.  The most promising opportunities will be further discussed and assessed under the scope of the 5 Year Community 

Economic Development Plan (CEDP); to be completed by March 2016. 

Approach: 

To complete the preliminary screening review of each opportunity identified in Schedule C the following key criteria was used: 

 Will the opportunity likely create employment for members? 

 Will the opportunity likely generate revenue for the Band? 

 Will the opportunity likely benefit the entire community (and region)? 

 Will the opportunity likely “break even” or turn a profit? 

 Will the opportunity likely contribute to community self-sufficiency? 
 Will the opportunity likely support good environmental outcomes? 

 

 

 

Next Steps: 

The findings of the preliminary assessment are summarized in the table above.  The community’s feedback and direction on the opportunities 

summarized above is welcomed. Should a specific economic development opportunity not be identified above that is of significant interest the 

project team would be more than happy to include it within this narrowed list of opportunities.  

At the November 19th Community General Meeting, Urban Systems will present additional details on each of the opportunities presented above.  

Feedback from the community will be solicited through a “real-time” electronic polling survey, and through community dialogue.   

If you have any questions regarding these preliminary findings or would like to present any additional opportunities please inform Chief and 

Council and they will ensure your input is accounted for in future CEDP planning efforts. 

Kanaka Bar Indian Band 

Community Economic Development Plan 

Preliminary Screening of Economic Development Opportunities 
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Appendix C: Band Council Resolution Adopting 

Community Economic Development Plan 


